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BERLIN VANILLA FREE CHAPTER 

 
Thanks so much for getting your free chapter of my new novel “Berlin Vanilla”. 

Book comes out May 25th, 2014 on Amazon in eBook and paperback formats. 
Happy reading! 

BOOK DESCRIPTION 

In a Kingston where every night you compete for The 
attention of young women with world famous athletes, reggae 
superstars and millionaire businessmen, a young promoter named 
Indie battles with traumatic issues from the past while trying to 
stay afloat in the choking social atmosphere of endless parties and 
casual hookups. As he falls deeper into a growing malaise, he meets 
a girl who seems to be his only salvation out of the Kingston 
fishbowl. Or is she? Berlin Vanilla takes us into a dark, edgy modern 
day Kingston far removed from quaint beaches, all-inclusive hotels 
and countryside hideaways.  
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Chapter One 

Kingston is cold.  

It is unseasonal, this weather, which compliments the view before me; the looping 
arch of a city built near the sea, with the mountains hovering close to the sliding dawn 
like silent arbiters. There is nothing but the feel of the air on my skin, prickling the 
membranes and further down into the bones, tingling the tips and the bits. I thought the 
cold was a long gone thing, something forgotten in the past when I’d lived elsewhere, 
where Friday nights were blurry memories predicated on the sound of crushed cans 
under my feet, and the hushed breaths of a girl I might meet late at night. But here I am, 
standing shirtless on the second floor balcony of my residence, staring out at Kingston’s 
vista. It lies spread-eagled before me, a messy, loosely contiguous set of lights and dark 
stretches leading everywhere and nowhere. Somewhere, miles away I can see the telltale 
lights of a police car, flashing indignantly. I can imagine the officer, unsmirking with 
practiced speech, too ready to harass someone who wasn’t lightly complected, checking 
licenses with eyes doused in compartmentalized bias. This is far from where I am both 
mentally and physically as my feet stand on cool marble, near a column carved from 
Lignum Vitae four feet tall. The sculpture is astronomically expensive, but it is a relic 
from the past, something my parents had bought, parents who are now deep in the 
ground. The cool tingles my body in a way different from the invasive sense of winter. In 
a cold climate, the wind, buildings and streets have a blankness to them. The cold touch 
of architecture seems to compliment the change in the seasons. Brick and sharply 
contoured sidewalks fit the theme of a chilly night. The cold is abrasive and prickly, like a 
needle to the fingertips, burning lips and the insides of one’s nostrils. This cold here, this 
Kingston cold, is on the surface. It rolls slowly over my pectorals and my back, traveling 
slowly up my thighs and near my groin. It is cool enough to make me chilly but not cold, 
falling into a grey area that reminded my senses of what it had experienced before. 
Kingston is cold and dark, and tonight I feel as If I am the same way. 

But I like it. When I am in the cold I feel more alive and sharper somehow. It makes 
everything cleaner and clearer, but unfortunately in the night I could only imagine things 
being different as in front of me the yard and its dark expanse of ghostlike trees offer no 
touch of man. Behind me, I hear the rustle of bed sheets. There lies Candice, her perfect 
breasts rising in the darkness like brown mountains. She is on her phone as always, 
typing to some unknown suitor on her radar. For her, I exist in a periphery of sorts, a 
person who is neither meaningful nor meaningless. We have known each other since 
preparatory school, when she was a wild tomboy with a shaggy head of hair, and I was a 
submissive child who liked to read and paint. When I returned to Kingston some time 
ago, we drifted into a non-committal relationship that mostly involves raw sexual 
encounters and me nonchalantly listen to her babble about the social scene. Our 
connection is as meaningless as the times we meet in my bedroom and her nails scratch 
my back and her moans beat against the walls. Sometimes in these moments, I think 
about all those years ago when we met. Back then, our kinship was formed by the water 
cooler, when she asked me a question I couldn’t answer. 

“Is the word ‘water cooler’ an adverb?” she had asked me. 
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At the time I was remarkably ignorant, and had no answer for her. I tried to chant the 
inane song we’d practiced in class in my mind, where the little kids would all say: 

A verb is an action word!  

But sadly, there was no memory trick for an adverb. Was it part adjective and part 
verb? Or something else? I racked my brain trying to figure out if water-cooling was an 
actual phenomenon, something that the device in front of me was based on. Back then, 
standing less than five feet tall with dark blue khaki short high above my knees, all I 
knew was pressing the button provided me with liquid refreshment. I also knew that 
Candice was about five feet three inches tall and intimidating and I didn’t want to get a 
thrashing from her. Yes, she was famous for beating up the boys. Several kids got bloody 
lips from Candice at the time because of her height advantage and ferocious temper. 
That day when I stood at the water cooler, fearing retribution from my lack of an answer, 
she simply eased me aside, but gave me a smile, and pinched me on my shoulder. I have 
no idea what our connection meant, as we rarely spoke to each other afterward. But years 
later, in high school, I remembered seeing her again. Then I was somewhat taller and 
becoming a man, with my shoulders fanning out and a touch more muscle on my body. 
I’d lost some of the boyish shyness and developed the dull bravado of a young man with 
no fear of the future. Candice had maintained the same height, but her body had begun 
to change. The angry, flat-chested tomboy was now a sculpture in formation. The slight 
swell of her breasts showed under her school dress, and her face was a thing of beauty. 
High school is dull to some extent now, but I always remember when she came up to me 
and pinched me on the shoulder, mentioning something about the water cooler and then 
running to her friends and giggling. My days were filled with fantasizing about playing 
football in the evenings and dreading class. I’d run in the sun until my skin was shiny and 
black, and often I’d get cursed by my father for not being in front of the school at three-
thirty when he’d arrive to pick me up. High school, such a time of limited expectations.  

But now I’m standing on a balcony as a man, and Kingston is cold. Candice is behind 
me, naked and unaware of my ponderings, lost in her digital world. Like most people 
Candice has no idea that I want to die. This feeling isn’t something I can easily explain. 
My parents died when I was a teenager, and many people ask me if this adversely 
affected me. I cannot truly remember if it did. I love my parents, but the day they met in 
an accident and were gone, I don’t exactly remember how I felt. A counselor I saw 
sometime afterward mentioned to me that I was suppressing images and memories but I 
didn’t agree with him. Many years have passed since the day I received the news, and I 
have never shed a tear.  

Like many Jamaicans, I decided to go abroad to university. It was in a small town 
somewhere in Pennsylvania, where my Jamaican-ness was heralded as something great. 
That was where I first experienced the bitter cold of winter, but there were often young 
women to share my bed, stealing away the unrepentant sensation of outside in heated 
exchanges of bodily fluids. Nothing was bad. I liked my classes, some professors and I 
even joined the college soccer team. But one day, a year or so before my parents died, on 
an afternoon like any other, I left the cafeteria and went into my room. I slipped My Own 
Prison, Creed’s first album into my CD player and turned it up. That was my first 
Americana album, filled with heavy rock riffs and pop ballads. But then, I felt a crushing 
sensation of darkness overwhelm me. My vision became blurry and I felt low and quiet. 
Things seemed to slow, and I could feel a tightness in my fingertips. Like water leaking 
from a bucket, my resolve drained quickly. Soon I had no mood, and the music blasting 
from my CD player had no effect on me. I turned it off, trapped in the despair of the 
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moment, frightened by what I was feeling. Nothing was relevant. The wooden 
construction of my dorm bed, the posters of random Rock bands on the wall, a t-shirt 
some girl left under my bed. Meaning evaporated.  

There was nothing else that remained in the elements of the day that held anything 
familiar. The touch of water on my face in the morning had lost its merit, the sensation 
of cool sheets slipping off my body in the morning signaling a step into the day was a 
beggar’s palm devoid of alms. Sounds and images became a trickle. If a day was an 
assortment of fluctuations, events and patterns, it was more like an LP set on ‘slow’ with 
some reggae idol talking in a hauntingly deep voice. The absence of something challenges 
the need for it, but who thinks about the absence of a desire to live? It is akin to an 
absence of a desire to breathe. Breathing simply is, like the sweat-laced brow of a farmer 
on a hot day, or black soot after a fire has died. The vacuum had arrived, and it was 
incomprehensible an subsequently horrifying. As time has passed I’ve learned to adjust 
to aspect of life being a dull hum. Generally I’m sitting beside a washing machine 
permanently on the spin cycle, the inner gears of the machine providing that 
shhhhmmmmm that makes people introspect when doing laundry. It is an overarching tone 
that is the metronome for everything around me, only broken by a handful of things. 
Sexual encounters are one thing that help, but a belief in the pointlessness of life extends 
to a sense of pointlessness in many things. Women come and go, dissipating like 
ectoplasmic beings. Some tickle my fancy, pulling me out of the dark deluge for a 
moment, the sighs and moans and our mutual slick favoring a possible escape from the 
blank, but after she is gone it returns, and I’m lying naked somewhere staring at nothing, 
listening to my heartbeat. Nihilism, a counselor had said to me, was possibly what was 
happening, though she couldn’t figure out what a trigger might be to pull me out of the 
muck.  

My phone rings, and I answer it. 

“Yo boss you coming through later?” a voice says to me. 

I murmur a reply, then hang up. 

Some people call me a promoter, others a party boy. I’m somewhere in the middle. 
For a year or two I threw a small event at a friend’s house called Inside. The party was 
garbage. We had a few cheap plastic tables with bottles of rum from his dad’s basement, 
bleary-eyed neighbourhood teens trying to act older sneaking in, and us hanging about, 
ten to twenty of us initially drinking, smoking and popping pills. Soon the word spread 
about this free party with free drinks and it grew from twenty people to one hundred in 
six months. Between my friend, and myself we’d always get high fives and pats on the 
back from dudes I didn’t recognize with red eyes. It was also a time of ridiculous sexual 
exploration. Any young man who throws a popular party in Kingston has godlike power. 
The ability to get a girl into a place free or provide her drinks is a most powerful 
aphrodisiac. We made names for ourselves because of our escapades. My good friend 
and partner in promoting the party, Andrew, I briefly called Gyalvester Stallone, after 
Sylvester Stallone, and he called me Gyallison Ford, after Harrison Ford. Some bright 
spark at one party told everyone to call me Indiana Jones and for some reason the name 
stuck. To most people, I am Indie. After a fight broke out and some idiot businessman 
pulled a gun on his friend, the party was over. But I cashed in on that that credibility for 
some time. Guys better than me at doing parties and promotions invited me to their 
events. I got tickets for stage shows, girls who remembered wild nights at Inside still 
texted me at all hours of the morning. This time of life I could say was somewhat 
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enjoyable. That sense of the night air on my skin, the smell of rum and cigarette smoke 
in the air blanketed by raucous voices.  

 

 

**** 

 

I go inside the parking lot and immediately hear an old Beres Hammond track 
blasting from the dark insides of a silver Honda Civic, the driver a steely-eyed guy with a 
shovel jaw and blood red eyes. Some guy is pissing behind a Range Rover exactly like 
mine, but it is Cobalt blue. The Honda Civic dude races through the parking lot, rubber 
squelching as he rips into a space beside the SUV, causing the man taking the piss to be 
momentarily exposed by his high beams. Two girls with long blonde wigs walk past with 
somnambulant gaits, warped by the undulating asphalt. Three short, light-skinned fellows 
walk by wearing matching outfits of worn out Polos and baggy jeans. One is laughing 
excitedly and I can see the animation in his face is an illusion because his eyes dart too 
quickly left to right. His friends nod with a similar, odd energy and they coast in their 
cloud of social awkwardness past the vehicle. I don’t need to move yet. My Comme Des 
Garcons shirt feels nice against my skin, but better against the leather car seat. The 
windshield is my window to this ambulant theater of people entering a lame party. The 
tint is heavy, and it would be hard for anyone to see me without squinting, but to me, 
they are plain as day. Men with dirty NY caps and fake Chuck Taylors, ambiguously gay 
dancer types with oppressively tight pants and the occasional skin bleached face. Girls 
with wigs that look like a taxidermied cat, industry types who dress uber-plain but walk 
with more confidence than a guy nearby them in a silver jacket, and a few wanna be it 
girls, walking forward a few steps then stopping to check her phone for a message that 
will never arrive. I like the menagerie of oddity. It is amusing because I cannot amuse 
myself. There is no way to predict who I will see in this parking lot. Shaggy could stroll in 
with an entourage; even Neyo might pop by in shorts and his trademark fedora. But 
mostly it is a stream of the usual folks, people escaping the day by diving into the 
shadows at night. I like my pants more than my shirt. It is a polyester blend that stays 
cool long after I’ve shut off the car’s air conditioning. Shirts and pants of this quality 
make me feel like an extension of the car; invisibly perched in a ground level tower. 
Soon, I grow tired of people watching and come out of the car. A few people see me exit 
the vehicle and flinch briefly despite themselves. I know these looks and body ticks. A 
young man with a car like this shouldn’t exist in this economy. He shouldn’t exist in the 
world. My face is flat as I walk forward and the sharp pinch of that Kingston cold 
touches my nose. It makes me feel calm knowing that my pants will stay cool longer. I 
bump fists with the security guard and the guy selling soup from a large pot near the 
entrance. Two people tap me immediately, a banker recently returned to Jamaica I met 
after a bender at some new bar off Hope Road, and a guy I see around whose name I 
can’t remember that always pronounces my full name when greeting me. A girl I slept 
with a year before shoots me an icy look, and I get a nod from a guy who throws a major 
party in the country twice a year. Three more steps and I’m slapped on the arm by a guy 
who met his long term girlfriend at Inside, and then I see two high school friends at a 
table already well into their second bottle of white rum. By the DJ are the usual suspects; 
industry people of varying levels of interest. Some hot girls with jaded eyes, other DJs 
with the casual energy of men who don’t need to hunt for pussy, guys hanging around to 
be seen with these people and then people who don’t know anyone there who are just 
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standing by. The DJ calls my name on the microphone and I nod at him, high fiving an 
artiste who wants me to manage him but I always tell him I don’t have time. Another girl 
I slept with, this one who wants me comes over and says an awkward hello and I go to 
the bar when Old Dog Like Me starts playing over the airwaves. I order a bottle of 
Appleton and they take it to a table I usually have, but some people are sitting there so I 
go over to the DJ section and rest it near a wall. Three people ask me for drinks and I 
wave at the bottle. A girl touches my shirt and tells me she likes it. I ask her to figure out 
the brand. She tugs the back a little to hard to see the tag and I feel the fabric almost tear. 
Annoyed, I walk away, leaving the liquor on the table and stand with two guys that rap, 
smoking blunts by a wall tinged in smoke. 

I chat with them for a little while, feeding off their positive energy. It is an energy 
from the raw well of their unbridled passion; and I sink my fangs into it. I walk back to 
the table and fix myself a drink. A heavy hand lands on my shoulder and I see a vaguely 
familiar face looking back at me, a young man in his early twenties with the faded 
features of someone who drinks and smokes too much. “Indiana Jones” he says with a 
smile. I greet him heartily and offer him a drink. We talk about an upcoming party, 
“Twilight” that will be held at Hope Gardens and he salutes me as he walks away with 
his drink and proceeds to dance with a fat girl in bright yellow spandex. I make another 
drink, noting to myself I have no idea who that fellow is. More people come around the 
table, including the silly girl from earlier who almost tore my shirt. I take my bottle and 
go to the other side of the venue, resting it near a table shrouded by guys with thick locks 
in bright Tams with bloodshot eyes. I’m back in the car again in my mind; watching the 
people move to and fro in a blur, the liquor is now making things slower and dull. The 
music is picking up and I’m not really feeling anything much, except the taste of Pepsi 
and Appleton on my lips, sweetened by nearby plumes of cigarette smoke.  I say hello to 
more people, my smile practiced and responses witty and glib-soaked. The faces are all 
fragments merging into a shapeless form in the city. This routine repeats until the bottle 
is half empty, and my bladder is bursting at the seams. I stroll towards the bathroom, not 
before seeing Andrew. We shake hands and exchange genuine smiles. I point him to 
where my bottle is and lumber to the bathroom. Inside, a fellow takes unusual interest in 
my clothing and keeps speaking to me as he pisses beside me at the opposite urinal. 

“I’m not a faggot,” I mumble. 

The man, with his hair covered in extensions made to look like braids freezes, his 
face an indignant mask, but I am already outside, while he is still relieving himself. A girl 
exiting the women’s bathroom gives me a quick eye, but her body is swamped in a 
splotchy mess of bad tattoo work. An off duty bartender I know hits my shoulder and 
tells me to come by for a free drink the next day. I nod and go back to Andrew who is 
chatting to me about two girls standing near where my bottle was.  

“I heard about this place but it looks rough.”  

“Yeah tonight is a little bit on the sausage fest side.”  

“It’s a damn Man Army in here,” Andrew says. 

“Very manful,” I reply. 

Swigging his drink, Andrew says, “No, it’s a manimal farm.”   

I raised my arms over my head and started gesturing. 
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“It’s a manhouse, a MANHOUUSSE!” 

We both laugh heartily.  

More liquor flows and the evening starts to dissipate like the swirls of smoke drifting 
into oblivion above us. After the bottle is finished we head up to Hope Gardens. Briefly 
there has been a Friday event happening there. Andrew drives a black Honda Civic, 
which flies up Hope Road in a roar of smoke and rubber. I trail behind in no rush 
listening to some show on the radio talking about sex.  

“So my boyfriend always wants anal sex, but I am not into that, what should I do?” 
comes a concerned female voice. 

The host responds with some politically correct textbook answer and I switch to Irie 
FM and hear Ken Boothe’s “Train is Coming” echo through the speakers. Even though 
outside is chilly I have the air conditioning on full blast. It is keeping me sharp. My 
phone is vibrating, and I assume Andrew is already at Hope Gardens. When I pull in 
there are cars everywhere and the bipedal remnants of the fading night dribbling into the 
shadows. I nod at the security and walk in with Andrew. There is some kind of list, but 
lists rarely matter these days. We head to the bar and get anther bottle of Appleton, and 
go to a table near the dance floor.  

“This place is always so pale,” Andrew says. 

“Pale like you.”  

“Don’t knock my skin colour man, I’m a Paleontologist.” 

 Andrew is shorter than me with skin the colour of sand. Some people 
occasionally say hello to Andrew, mostly white Jamaicans who give me a perfunctory nod 
as they engage him in conversation. I’m not taking anything in, instead I watch the wind 
sway the tall leaves of some trees in the distance, wondering what is hidden within the 
darkness of the park, if something is out there watching me as I am watching it. The 
fresh bottle of rum looms before me, waiting to be defiled. I make a drink and go 
through the crowd leaving Andrew talking with his friends. I say hello to a few Embassy 
guys I partied with the week before at a mixer at Terra Nova and hug a girl I know who 
is some kind of big designer but I’ve never been to any of her fashion shows. Someone 
taps me and I turn around but it seems they thought I was someone else and kept 
walking. A tall blonde girl with sharp features whispers “Comme Des Garcons, nice 
pick” into my ear but is gone before I can say anything else to her. I go to the portable 
bathroom and chat briefly with a woman handing out paper towels, then relieve myself 
in some nearby bushes. Washing my hands by the portable bathroom, a guy hails me. He 
is of average height with an indiscernible ethnicity. There are about twenty of his 
doppelgangers in the party. 

“Indie! What’s up bro?” 

I pause for a moment, wondering to myself which genius decided to import the word 
bro and make it a fashionable world in the uptown parlance.  

“Nothing much bro,” I reply. 

“You going to Twilight?” the guy says. 

“I dunno man, how what’s the damage?” 
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“The party is like six grand bro.” 

“Too bad I sold my other kidney last week,” I say. 

The guy laughs in a giggle and asks me why he doesn’t have my number, but I tell 
him I have his and go back into the party. On the dance floor I see Candice, her eyes 
briefly lock with mine, but she says nothing. In an exquisite silver dress with matching 
heels, she’s standing head and shoulders over a short bald man wearing a black polo shirt 
making drinks at a table. I drift away and even though I have a bottle I go to the bar and 
order a gin and tonic and sip it. Nearby me, I see some possible candidates. Technically 
you could say these women were beautiful, but their faces were hard, masked in the 
unrepentant backwash of being burned over and over. They stand, waiting to be saved; 
with their long fake hair, long fake nails and long fake stares. They are doing their best to 
project casual discomfort. Their backs are high and arched, the lights around bouncing a 
little too brightly off the false hair, the makeup a little too thick and clay-like. Out of 
courtesy I say hello. I challenge a girl to do a shot with me and she shuffles awkwardly, 
flashes her eyelashes and says some non-committal statement. I’m already bored. She 
isn’t very cute.  

“What’s your name,” I say to her friend. 

“Why would you ask that?” she replies. 

“Why would I ask you your name?” 

“Yes, I can’t see why you’d ask that.” 

I take my shot, give the girls a faux Japanese bow and head back to the dance floor. 
Statues like them are everywhere; standing in the shadows with drinks in hand, ice cubes 
clinking in unison with the throbbing of bass beats. I go back to the table where Andrew 
is entertaining two short girls with long curly hair. I fix a drink and nod at one of the 
girls, who doesn’t say hello. Andrew is smiling and looking deeply into the eyes of one 
girl, who is laughing at everything he is saying. 

“Looks like you guys should go take a ride in your Wonder Civic,” I say to Andrew. 

“No man, I think her friend wouldn’t mind a drive in your Strange Rover,” Andrew replies. 

The girl turns to me. 

“You drive a Range Rover?” 

 We have more drinks and suddenly the night is cheery again. The bottle of rum is 
half done and the girls are drinking it with no reservation. One is Britney and the other is 
Brittany. I keep mixing up their names, but whomever I’m talking to doesn’t seem to 
care. She’s standing very close now, her eyes glazed with liquor.  

“We want to go to Twilight,” she says, gesturing at her friend.  

“I see.” 

She slips a thin hand around my waist. “You and Andrew should take us.” 

“Definitely,” I reply. 
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I don’t remember the rest of the conversation because I’m on auto-pilot. I stare into 
her eyes and into the scenery around me searching for something amidst the chaos. I 
look at the statues of the women waiting to be saved, as the music coasts over our heads. 
Brittany or Britney intermittently checks her phone while we are talking, smiling and 
giggling as she makes more drinks with the rum on the table. A young man in a faded 
Polo shirt comes over and slaps Andrew on the shoulder. 

“Andrew the fucking ladies man, how are you sir?” 

“I’m good bro,” Andrew responds. 

“We are heading down to Sixty-Nine, you and Britney should come through.”  

“Yes we should,” Britney chimes in. 

Behind Andrew stands a girl on the edge of reason, wobbly and trying to maintain 
her composure, sending me fractured smiles through a constant squinting of her eyes. 
There is beauty in there somewhere, albeit fading slowly. Her hair is long and luxuriant, 
and the firm outline of a well-maintained body shows through the open blazer she wears 
with a Bandeau top underneath. I imagine her years before, blazing a trail on the 
Kingston circuit, being wined and dined by quality men, now living a life relegated to 
subpar guys and late night trips to dirty strip clubs. 

I ignore Brittany and go to her.  

“Are you a sixty nine kind of girl?”  

The woman smiles at me, forgetting herself and rears up to maintain proper composure. 

“Depends on what kind you are talking about,” she replies. 

I give her a crocodile smile and go back to the table and make another drink. I hand this 
to her. 

“Oh I don’t need any more Bryan made sure I’m super drunk, I think he wants to take 
advantage of me,” she whispers in a smoky voice, gesturing at him with the crook of her 
nose. 

She takes the drink from me anyway and gulps it greedily, her eyes more sultry and 
intoxicating. Bryan raises his eyebrows into a smile and steps towards me with his hand 
extended. 

“This girl is a riot. What’s your name bro?” 

“Indie,” I reply. 

“You should come through too Indie, some of my friends have a booth there already, 
high roller type deal.” 

“Sounds good,” I say. 

 The chaos around me is slowly forming into something interesting. The tapestry 
of the night is providing its usual mix of intrigue. My phone buzzes in my pants and I see 
a text from Candice: 

Where R U?  
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Brittany’s eyes grow wide and she grabs my phone.  

“Wow you have the new iPhone, I really want to get this model.” 

It is beholden to her, this device, with its illusory gold carapace. Status screams from 
its tiny speakers, diving into the canals of her ear, saying things words never could. I take 
the phone from her. 

“Careful, you might see all my sex videos and what not.” 

“Dirty boy are we?” 

“Nothing wrong with a little camera fun,” I say to her. 

Andrew laughs at our dialogue and says we should head out. Brittany is coming with 
me. Like the bipedal remnants floating around before, we join the shadowy fray, traipsing 
with uneven footfalls on dirt and grass towards my car. With a hiss, the hydraulics raise 
the car up and it is at the ready, black and obvious like the night. Brittany’s body 
language is something else now, and she happily curls up in the front seat without her 
seatbelt on. She fiddles with the radio and puts it on Zip 103 FM. 

“I hate this station,” I say. 

“How can you hate Zip? Everyone loves it,” she says, running her hand along the wood 
on the dashboard.  

“They play the same songs day in day out, don’t you get bored with a lack of creativity?” 

“I like pop songs,” she replies. 

“Pop songs are like spurious gemstones,” I say. 

“What’s spurious?” she asks. 

“Who’s curious?” I reply. 

She laughs as I pull out my camera and take a picture of her, smiling. She doesn’t 
realize how high her skirt is hiked up above her knees, or maybe she does.  

“Safety first,” I say pointing to her seatbelt as the car comes on in a roar.  

She giggles again and takes the Appleton bottle out of the car’s cooler, fixing a drink. 
Again I’m on Hope Road, but this time Sean Paul’s “She Doesn’t Mind” is playing over 
the airwaves. Brittany sings along with the song, tells me about a friend she think hooked 
up with Sean Paul or some guy who looked exactly like him, then notices that we arre 
driving through a consistent stream of green lights. In front of us, a barrage of flashing 
blue lights makes me nervous. A white minivan is on its side in a pool of shattered glass. 
The police have no interest in me as the car rolls by. 

“How the hell did that happen?” Brittany says. 

“I have no idea,” I say, turning onto Lady Musgrave road. The song is still playing after 
the lights fade behind us and we pull in front of Sixty-Nine. Three men wearing safety 
vests rush to the car immediately, gesturing and working hard to help me park, even 
though I already am. I don’t wind down the windows and sit with Brittany for a while, 
and fix another drink. I see Andrew’s car parked nearby. A man is still by the window, 
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his voice muted as he tries to say something to me. I know he cannot see me through the 
heavy tint of the windows, and eventually, he walks away. Then I see Andrew somewhere 
in the parking lot, with Bryan and the girl wearing the blazer. We head out and join them 
and are ushered into the club. In the darkness I see a dancehall artiste or two sipping 
champagne and looking bored, two of the people I’d seen at the event earlier, including 
the guy who had spoken to me that I didn’t know. He is there with the same fat girl her 
yellow spandex pants, sitting near the catwalk where a tall woman with very dark skin 
deals with the pole expertly. We pass the catwalk and head towards the booth, which is 
cordoned off the main area up a flight of stairs. The bouncer nods at me (he used to 
work at a club I once frequented) and I join a throng of people sitting on a huge plush 
couch for V.I.Ps. Everyone looks like Bryan, pale and of mixed ethnicity. One or two 
guys I recognize vaguely from outings on the road, but I know no one else. Andrew gives 
one of the guys a hearty hello and Bryan introduces me to the group. 

“Guys this is Indie,” he says. 

“Indie!” they chant in unison.  

A shot of Patrón is thrust into my hand and I pass it to Brittany, who smells it before 
swallowing it. The girl in the blazer is watching me, her eyes wet with alcohol, her legs 
lightly apart. I walk to the bathroom and take a piss, hearing the unusual buzz of the 
door vibrating from the sound of the club’s speakers. I muse on the idea of internal 
acoustics. Most strip clubs would eventually deafen its workers, I surmise. Staying in 
there day in and day out in a place that’s too loud and too wild. Someone comes into the 
bathroom. It’s the girl in the blazer. 

“I want to suck you off,” she says. 

I am shocked by this bluntness. Such bluntness is not common nor expected. Her 
eyes are demanding resolution, her lips parted and ready. I pause for a moment, and I see 
her pupils are dilated.  

“Give me some of the good stuff first,” I say, rubbing her on the cheek. 

She smiles and tugs a vial from her pants, wiggling it in front of me. I dab a bit of the 
powder on my finger and inhale quickly, giving her a kiss on the cheek.  

“People will see us, but I’ll take your number,” I say. 

She growls and licks my neck in a strange way and with lightning dexterity punches 
her number into my phone. Her name is Selena. 

“I have the same phone,” she purrs.  

“A woman of taste I see.” 

“Many tastes,” she says with a delectable smile. 

I leave her in the bathroom and head to Brittany, who is watching Andrew get a lap 
dance from Britney. A stripper joins the fray, and the guys in the group pull out thick 
wads of thousand dollar bills, tossing them at her while pouring rum on her breasts. The 
stripper gestures to a nipple, and one of the guys hungrily licks it while his friend pours 
rum on his lips. The group cheers. 
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“Isn’t it interesting how strip clubs are this after party spot now? I mean like ten years 
ago people just went home at two a.m. Now it’s ‘Let’s go to Sixty-Nine’ or whichever 
club happens to be open. But you know what, they should take a page from the club in 
the states. See in the states a lot of strip clubs have buffets, because ahem after people 
have imbibed a significant amount of the good stuff naturally they want to ease it down 
with a snack, so instead of going to Burger King or some late night eatery, they get their 
entertainment and food at the same time. Yeah? Does that make sense to you madame?” 

“I guess so,” Brittany says, rubbing my thigh. “But I wouldn’t feel safe eating food at a 
strip club.” 

“Well it would just be about licensing. Getting a food permit isn’t that hard as long as 
regulations are watched and spot checks show that the food is being prepared in a 
manner that is hitherto considered appropriate and adequate relative to the needs of the 
patronage for that establishment. Effectively, a strip club can be both a restaurant and a 
den of debauchery. Entrepreneurially speaking being a restaurateur is simply a matter of 
space, time and market. Once the overheads are factored in one just needs marketing and 
the spread of user interest along the lines of public relations and simple strategies for 
campaigns. Seeing how Strip clubs are now the de facto after party activity, it is just a 
matter of the management and their philosophy on how well they create that comingling 
of what some may call culinary cunnilingus.” 

“Culinary cunnilingus! You are funny,” she says to me leaning closer. 

“And you are sexy,” I reply. 

 We forget about the party and the backseat of the car is now the world. She 
masterfully pulls my throbbing bulge from my pants and takes me in her mouth. The 
world is crystal clear as little beads of sweat dot my forehead. She wants me to go down 
on her but I don’t, instead I play with her breasts and the nape of her neck. The air 
conditioning is on full blast and the world outside is oblivious to our carnal frolicking. 
Her body is dark and scattered with tan lines. She is unusually wet and ready for me. I 
thrust into the darkness with her legs around my back emboldened and powered by my 
little white friend, spinning and turning through the highways of my bloodstream. She 
moans but I can’t hear her, in the horizon of my mind is an inkling of a feeling. It is not 
the feeling of her between my legs, it isn’t the touch of her nipples against my Comme 
Des Garcons shirt, it is the tiniest iota of a good feeling. I thrust faster as my arms reach 
for it in my mind; it dances and flutters around, elusive and giggling. Brittany comes hard 
and clutches me as I keep going, my teeth gritted because I’m searching for that light 
again, but it is gone, lost in the darkness, hidden in the tint of an invisible world. I come 
as well, shaking and shuddering in the arms of this girl I’ve known for two hours. I hold 
her for a moment, and it almost feels genuine, then Sean Paul’s “She Doesn’t Mind” 
starts playing again and I laugh, a real and genuine laugh. 

Then Brittany asks me about my phone again, wondering why I have two of the 
same model. She purrs and asks me to give her one, but I say no and she gets indignant 
and leaves the vehicle going back inside the club. I drive home slowly, savouring the cool 
breeze touching my face. Then back at my house, the vast empty space of the mansion 
greets me without applause. The night fades rapidly into the past, dragged away without 
fanfare by mystical harpies. I go inside and walk through the darkness back onto the 
balcony and stare out at Kingston, rubbing my arms because of the cold. 
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ALSO BY MARCUS BIRD 

Naked As The Day 

A young man finds himself in ragingly cosmopolitan Tokyo, haunted by memories of the 
past, facing an uncertain future. When a typical twenty-something year old English 
teacher in Japan develops severe physical and psychological aversions to his daily routine 
in a small town, he decides to move to Tokyo with a few months worth of savings in 
search of more stimulating horizons. As his physical symptoms remain, and now hit with 
the demands that come with living in one of the world's 
most expensive cities, he must take a fast track course in 
both survival and self-actualization from a host of characters 
including libidinous transients, self-proclaimed celebrities 
and kleptomaniac supermodels. Armed with few skills in the 
face of an uncertain future, Naked As The Day takes us on 
an occasionally humorous and poignant journey of human 
choices and ultimately, their consequences.  

Ebook: http://amzn.to/MXJPks 

                     Paperback: http://amzn.to/MXJWN5 

SEX, DRUGS and JERK CHICKEN 

Three completely different young men find themselves in the sex-fueled, emotionally vacant 
backdrop of nighttime Washington D.C, as they search for meaning in a series of events that 
force them to deal with loss, love and question it all. Welcome to the social underbelly of 
Washington D.C, where we see shady parties in dark row houses with illicit sex happening in tiny 
rooms, statuesque model types snorting lines on marble side tables in million-dollar Georgetown 
condos and the occasional hookup in a grimy bathroom in one of many seedy bars on the Adams 
Morgan strip. Three young men—all coincidentally from Jamaica—find themselves together 
again in DC under different circumstances. Tony Edwards is dashingly handsome night owl who 
finds that his ability to attract women—and the subsequent 
circumstances that follow in a place like DC—expose him to 
more than just naked bodies and the occasional threesome. 
Winston is a hopeless romantic who finds his life spinning out 
of control after the re-emergence of an old girlfriend on the 
social scene. Bishop, an artist, tries to rationalize the death of 
someone close to him through a smattering of opiates, girls and 
his art. Sex, Drugs and Jerk Chicken takes us headfirst into a 
view of a version of American culture we don’t always see but 
have probably heard about; sex with strangers, heiresses who 
like boy toys, insecurity eclipsed by alcohol, all through the lens 
of life in a big city. 

Paperback: http://amzn.to/179JvIu 

Ebook : http://amzn.to/RnWj6L 

 

 

	  
	  
	  


